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We investigate the potential of a future kilometer-scale neutrino telescope, such as the proposed IceCube
detector in the South Pole, to measure and disentangle the yet unknown components of the cosmic neutrino
flux, the prompt atmospheric neutrinos coming from the decay of charmed particles and the extra-galactic
neutrinos in the 10 TeV to 1 EeV energy range. Assuming a power law type spectra,dfn /dEn;aEn
b , we
quantify the discriminating power of the IceCube detector and discuss how well we can determine magnitude
(a) as well as slope (b) of these two components of the high energy neutrino spectrum, taking into account
the background coming from the conventional atmospheric neutrinos.
























































Large volume neutrino telescopes are being constructe
detect high-energy neutrinos primarily from cosmologica
distant sources. A major challenge for these experiments
be separating the contributions coming from the differ
sources in the observed flux. In this paper we consider th
different origins for high energy neutrinos: conventional
mospheric neutrinos coming from the decay of charged pi
and kaons, prompt atmospheric neutrinos from the deca
charmed particles and neutrinos from extra-galactic sour
Of these sources, only the conventional atmospheric n
trino flux has been observed in the energy range from
sub-GeV up to the; TeV range@1#. Currently, the conven-
tional atmospheric neutrino flux is known to about 15–20
@2#. The other two fluxes, although anticipated by theoreti
expectations, are experimentally unknown to us, and t
observation will be extremely important.
Up to aboutEn;100 TeV the main source of atmospher
neutrinos is the decay of pions and kaons produced in
interactions of cosmic rays in the Earth atmosphere.
higher energies, these mesons will interact rather than de
making the semileptonic decay of charmed particles
dominant source of atmospheric neutrinos. This gives ris
the so-called prompt atmospheric neutrino flux which is, u
fortunately, subject to large theoretical uncertainties. The
certainties in the calculation of the prompt neutrino flux
reflect not only our poor knowledge of the atmosphe
showering parameters, which for a given model can cau
change of an order of magnitude in the fluxes, but are mo
related to the model used to describe charm productio
high energies, which is responsible for a discrepancy up




























energy dependence of prompt neutrino flux isdfn /dEn
;En
23 .
If the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux can be determin
by experimental data, this can provide a unique opportun
to study heavy quark interactions at energies not access
by terrestrial accelerators. Furthermore, the characteriza
of the prompt component of the neutrino flux will enhan
the discriminating power of the other components at hig
energies.
High energy neutrinos are also expected to be produce
astrophysical sources at cosmological distances. The m
conventional source candidates are compact objects suc
gamma ray bursts@4# and active galactic nuclei jets, calle
blazars@5#. In these sources, neutrinos may be generated
pion production in the collision between protons and photo
in highly relativistic shocks. A typical energy dependence
the extra-galactic neutrino flux in these scenarios
dfn /dEn;En
22 . For other possible extra-galactic neutrin
spectra see, for example,@6#.
Other possible sources of extra-galactic neutrinos incl
neutrinos generated in the annihilation of weakly interact
massive particles@7#, the propagation of ultrahigh energ
protons@8# or in a variety of top-down scenarios, includin
decaying or annihilating superheavy particles with grand u
fied theory ~GUT! scale masses@9#, decaying topological
defects@10#, the so-calledZ-burst mechanism@11# or Hawk-
ing radiation from primordial black holes@12#. The neutrino
fluxes from compact sources, the propagation of ultra-h
energy protons or top-down scenarios can be tied to the
served cosmic ray flux. Since a myriad of speculations ex
resolution will likely be reached only by experimen
Currently, only the upper bound on such high ener
extra-galactic neutrino flux, En
2dfn /dEn&10
25 GeV
cm22 s21 sr21, has been obtained@13#. For a review of high-
energy neutrino sources and detection, see@14#.
Many important questions regarding the origin of cosm
rays can be decided by neutrino observations. The dete
nation of an extra-galactic neutrino flux will be very impo
tant for understanding the nature of the sources of the u











































































HOOPER, NUNOKAWA, PERES, AND ZAKANOVICH FUNCHAL PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 013001 ~2003!We investigate the possibility of determining the prom
atmospheric neutrino and the extra-galactic neutrino ene
spectra~slope and magnitude! using down-going shower
@13,15# induced by neutrinos in a kilometer-scale neutri
telescope conceived to detect high-energy neutrinos at
rates, such as IceCube, particularly in the region 10 T
&En&1 EeV. We demonstrate that since the energy spe
of these two neutrino fluxes are expected to be rather dif
ent, by using shower events from which one can reconst
the initial neutrino energy with some accuracy, IceCube w
be able to determine their energy spectra separately ev
they co-exist, as long as they are not too small.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
briefly describe the presumed detector setup as well as
type of neutrino events we will consider. In Sec. III we d
scribe the analysis method and in Sec. IV we present
results. Finally, Sec. V is devoted to discussions and con
sions.
II. NEUTRINO-INDUCED SHOWER EVENTS
IN A NEUTRINO TELESCOPE
We will assume a kilometer-scale detector with ene
and angular resolution, such as the IceCube project at
South Pole@16#, where strings of photomultiplier tubes a
distributed throughout a natural Cherenkov medium, i
IceCube is projected to have angular resolution to a few
grees, which is well below needed for our purposes,
energy resolution to a factor of two or so. The energy re
lution depends on the energy of the shower, but not stron
Between 10 TeV and 1 EeV, however, more than 95% of
showers generated should have their energy reconstruct
better than a factor of two from the actual energy@17#. Of
course, another source of error is the relationship betw
the neutrino energy and the shower energy. This can onl
treated on a statistical basis.
We are not going to be interested for our analysis in mu
events since we need to be able to determine the parent
trino energy with some precision; we will rather look
shower events. We are interested in neutrinos in the en
range from 10 TeV to 1 EeV, so we will consider all neut
nos (ne ,nm ,nt) which interact via charged or neutral curre
interactions within or close to the detector volume and p
duce a shower which can be observed by the detector.
We restrict our analysis to showers induced by dow
going neutrinos, so we do not have to worry about ene
losses and absorption in the Earth and be equally sens
to all neutrino flavors. We assume that the detector will
able to reconstruct the parent neutrino energy from the
lected shower energy within a factor of about 2–3,
that the data spanning five decades in energy can be
divided into the following five energy binsDEn
5(104–105,105–106,106–107,107–108,108–109) GeV.
These large energy bins are used in an attempt to contro
uncertainty in the shower energy identification.
The only background comes from showers induced
conventional atmospheric neutrinos, which will only play
role in the first two energy bins. This background can be






































initiated by neutrinos with a zenith angle greater than
degrees above the horizon, since the conventional at
spheric neutrino flux is peaked in this direction, whi
prompt and extra-galactic neutrinos have approximately
zenith angle distributions. Another possible way to redu
the background level is to eliminate shower events which
ccompanied by a muon track due to charged current in
actions ofnm with the ice. At these energies the convention
atmospheric neutrino flux is mostlynm while the prompt and
extra-galactic neutrino fluxes are also expected to prese
large amount ofne and nt . The ratio of showers to muon
tracks at a given zenith angle can also be used as a wa
deplete the number of background events. We mention th
as possible improvements to our results, but will not attem
to implement them here since this type of calculation hig
depends on the shower angular resolution, detector accep
ces and efficiencies which are currently unknown.
We estimate the number of neutrino-induced showers







whereA5NA3T3V3r, NA being the Avogadro’s number
T the exposure time of observation,V the detector effective
volume~assumed to be 1 km3) r;1 g/cm3, the ice density.
The neutrino interaction cross section@18#, sn , includes
charged and neutral current contributions and the neut
flux. dfn /dEn will vary according to our theoretical as
sumptions for the flux energy dependence. Integration o
the upper hemisphere as well as an average in each en
bin is implied.
We parametrize the extra-galactic or the prompt neutr






where we fixedE051 GeV anda is defined to be given in
units of GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21 throughout this paper
Roughly speaking, it is expected that,b;22 and23 for
extra-galactic and prompt atmospheric neutrino flux, resp
tively. In this work, we assume that we do not know,a priori,
the spectrum index but try to determine it experimentally
For the calculations of the number of conventional atm
spheric neutrino shower events in thei th bin, Ni
atm, we sub-
stitutedfn /dEn in Eq. ~1! by the Bartol flux@19# which will
be considered to be the reference conventional atmosph
neutrino flux in this paper.
III. ANALYSIS METHOD
In order to quantify the discriminating power of IceCub
type detectors to different flux models, we use thex2 func-



























































































0 ) or the sum, and the
energy bins, with energy varied from 10 TeV to 1 EeV, are
defined in Sec. II. HereaEG/prompt
0 andbEG/prompt
0 are, respec-
tively, the input values for the magnitude and slope of
extra-galactic and/or prompt atmospheric neutrino flux
while aEG/promptandbEG/prompt indicate the parameters to b
fitted. ANiobs and ANiatm correspond to the statistical unce
tainties in the number of observed events and predicted
mospheric events in the bin, respectively, andsatmNi
atm to the
systematic uncertainty in this last prediction. We note t
satm indicates the theoretical uncertainty in the absolute n
malization of the conventional atmospheric neutrino fl
which can be significantly reduced by future measureme
Note that thex2 will be either a function of two or four
variables.
The conventional atmospheric neutrino flux has to be c
sidered as a background to the observation of any other c
ponent up toEn;1 PeV. We assume the conventional atm
spheric neutrino flux prediction can be subtracted from
data and include the statistical as well as the systematic
certainties coming from this data in thex2 for the first two
bins.
The analysis strategy we propose is the following. In
future, when data exists, the spectrum should be first fi
with a single power law type spectrum. If it can be well fitte
by such a power law withb;22 (23) we will be able to
conclude that the data is most likely dominated by ext
galactic ~prompt atmospheric! neutrinos. If they cannot be
well fitted by a single power law spectrum, the next st
should be to fit them with two components with differe
power laws.
Since we do not yet have sufficient data, we will simula
an experimental data set which either has pure or domin
extra-galactic, pure or dominant prompt or a combination
extra-galactic and prompt neutrino components. Then
will perform ax2 fit to see if we can correctly reproduce th
input values, without any assumption about these parame
For a given input, we first try to fit the simulated da
with a single component, i.e., by minimizingx2(a,b).
If this fit is not very good,xmin
2 *11.8, then we try to
perform a two component fit, i.e., by minimizin
x2(aEG,bEG,apromt,bprompt). After minimizing thex
2 func-
tion, we calculate the allowed region in thea3b plane by
imposingx2(a,b)5xmin
2 111.8, which corresponds to a 3s
level estimation.
IV. A THREE PRONG VIEW OF THE PROBLEM
We first show in Fig. 1 the theoretical expectations for t






















ing in this work. The conventional atmospheric neutrino fl
has currently a theoretical uncertainty of about 15%. T
prompt neutrino contribution is only known within 2 orde
of magnitude, its minimum and maximum values are sho
in the plot by the dashed lines, which roughly correspond
the range discussed in Ref.@3#.
For our reference extra-galactic flux, we will take the c
nonical assumption for the spectral index,bEG
0 522, with a
magnitude aEG
0 5331028 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21. The
Waxman-Bahcall upper bound for the extra-galactic neutr
flux, which relies on this canonical spectral index and allo
for the evolution of the source, is a54.5
31028 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21, all neutrinos included. This
bound may be considered optimistic, and even describe
five times conservative in the original paper by Waxman a
Bahcall@20#. For this reason we have chosen an intermed
value foraEG as our reference value. We note, however, t
this bound applies only to sources that are transparen
neutrons, for sources with a very high neutron opacity
much weaker upper limit can be set. Some authors also h
argued that in some specific cases, specially if one allows
a different spectral index, such asbEG521, the extra-
galactic neutrino flux could be considerably larger than
Waxman-Bahcall upper limit@20#.
We show in Fig. 2 the expected number of shower eve
for the neutrino fluxes presented in Fig. 1. As expected fr
Fig. 1, the contribution from conventional atmospheric ne
trinos dominates in the first energy bin and then it drops v
quickly as energy increases. Because of the weak slopeb
522), the contribution from extra-galactic neutrinos dro
slowly as the energy increases and the flux from prom
neutrinos drops faster than the flux from extra-galactic n
trinos but slower than that from the conventional atm
spheric neutrinos. From this plot, we can anticipate that
energy spectra (b) of extra-galactic and prompt neutrino
can be determined experimentally with certain accuracy.
low, we will quantify the precision of the determination o
the flux parameters for various cases.
FIG. 1. The three kinds of high energy neutrino fluxes that
considered in this paper: conventional atmospheric neutrinos~d t-
ted line!, the reference extra-galactic neutrino flux~solid line! and
















































HOOPER, NUNOKAWA, PERES, AND ZAKANOVICH FUNCHAL PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 013001 ~2003!A. Assuming a dominant extra-galactic component in the data
Let us first discuss the case where extra-galactic neut
contribution is much larger than the prompt neutrino flux.
Fig. 3 we show how well the extra-galactic neutrino flu
component can be determined by IceCube, after 1 and
years of data taking, for two other values ofaEG
0 besides
the reference extra-galactic (aEG
0 5331028 GeV21
cm22 s21 sr21) one.
We have found that if the major component of the data
events induced by neutrinos coming from astrophys
sources, due to the difference in the slope of the conventio
atmospheric neutrino flux and the extra-galactic flux, the fi
energy bin is only important for the determination of the fl
parameters in the first year of data taking. After 10 years
contribution is completely irrelevant, which means that t
events in the first bin can be completely ignored~a fit with
four bins would be just as good!, see Fig. 2 where we plo
the number of shower events per energy bin. This also
plies that our results are independent of the magnitude of
theoretical systematic error assumed for the conventiona
mospheric neutrino calculation. We note that this would
even more true if a weaker slope, such asb521, were to be
considered.
On the other hand, for the determination of the maxim
sensitivity of IceCube, the background from conventional
mospheric events in the second bin is important and~see Fig.
2!, in this case, there is some dependence on the value
sumed for the systematic error.
We have calculated that after 10 years of observatio
IceCube will be able to determineaEG within an order of
magnitude andbEG to '10%, assuming as input a domina
extra-galactic flux having the canonical spectral index an
FIG. 2. Number of down going shower events expected afte
years of data taking in IceCube. The number of conventional at
spheric neutrino showers are shown with an error bar which
cludes the statistical as well as the systematic error withsatm
515%. Two values of assumed inputa0’s are indicated in the plot

















magnitude around the adopted reference value. If the ma
tude happens to be higher than this value the precision in
determination will improve as shown in Fig. 3. We have a
estimated the maximal sensitivity of IceCube after 10 ye
of data taking to beaEG
0 '631029 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21.
The Waxman-Bahcall bound with cosmological evoluti
may be regarded as five times conservative; we note th
flux corresponding to a bound without cosmological evo
tion hasa5931029 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21, which is still
larger than this maximal sensitivity.
B. Assuming a dominant prompt component in the data
Next let us consider the case where the prompt neut
component is dominant. As can be seen in Fig. 2 the num
of prompt neutrino shower events drops drastically after
second energy bin. This makes the determination of this fl
even if dominant over the extra-galactic flux, very sensit
to the theoretical uncertainty in the conventional atmosph
neutrino flux determination.
In fact, the flux determination will basically rely on th
number of shower events in the first two energy bins. Sin
the first bin suffers from the background from the conve
tional atmospheric neutrino flux, we can only explore a re
tively narrow range inaprompt
0 and, as a general rule, th




FIG. 3. Determination of the parameters (aEG,bEG), after 1 and
10 years of IceCube observations, in the case where the data
consistent with a dominant extra-galactic neutrino flux. We ha
assumed as an inputbEG
0 522 and aEG
0 (GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21)
51027 ~a!, 331028 ~b! and 631029 ~c!. The contours represen
the determination at the 3s level. Contributions from the conven













































MEASURING THE SPECTRA OF HIGH ENERGY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 013001 ~2003!within 2 orders of magnitude and about 20%, respectiv
with the present value ofsatm515%.
To illustrate the effect of the systematic errorsatm, we
show in Fig. 4 how well the parameters of the prompt ne
trino flux component can be determined by IceCube, after
years of data taking, forsatm515% and 5% and for three
possible values ofaprompt
0 (GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21): ~a! 6
31023, which corresponds to the maximum allowed val
by the theoretical calculations~ ee Fig. 1!; ~b! 331023, and
~c! 1.531023, where we clearly reach the maximal sensit
ity of IceCube.
It is also interesting to note that other methods to meas
the prompt neutrino flux would be quite complementary
direct neutrino measurements. For example, the method
scribed in Ref.@21# could simplify the problem of separatin
the prompt neutrino flux from other components sign
cantly.
C. Disentangling extra-galactic and prompt components
Finally, let us consider the case where both extra-gala
and prompt components give significant contributions. In
der to determine whether it is possible to disentangle th
two yet not measured components of the cosmic neut
flux, if they are equally present in the data, we have inve
gated if it would be possible to fit the measured flux with
FIG. 4. Determination of the parameters (aprompt,bprompt), after
10 years of IceCube observations, in the case where the dat
consistent with a dominant prompt neutrino flux. We have assum
as an inputbprompt
0 523 and aprompt
0 (GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21)56
31023 ~a!, 331023 ~b! and 1.531023 ~c!. The contours are de
termined at the 3s level. Contributions from the conventional a











single power law assuming the data would be consistent w
various values ofaEG
0 andaprompt
0 . We were able to compute
the region in the (aEG
0 ,aprompt
0 ) plane which cannot be ex
plained by a single power law for different assumptions
satm. This was done by projecting in this plane the 3s level




is shown in Fig. 5.
We see that for satm515%, aEG
0 5331028 GeV21
cm22 s21 sr21 ~our reference value! and aprompt
0 5631023
GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21 ~the maximal allowed value for the
prompt neutrino flux! is a critical point, just on the boundary
If the uncertainty in the overall normalization on the co
ventional atmospheric neutrino flux does not decrease by
ture measurements, this means that it will be very difficult
say anything definite about the prompt neutrino flux, assu
ing extra-galactic neutrinos also contribute to the data. In
case the two components will be indistinguishable and
extra-galactic neutrino flux will dominate the fit. For mo
optimistic values ofsatm, the situation improves, so ifsatm
55% can be achieved the prompt neutrino flux can be se
rated from the reference extra-galactic neutrino flux
aprompt
0 *231023 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21.
One would expect that an increase ofaEG
0 with a corre-
sponding decrease ofaprompt
0 or a decrease ofaEG
0 with a
corresponding increase ofaprompt
0 would help to separate th
fluxes. This is in fact observed in Fig. 5. Nevertheless, as
extra-galactic neutrino flux increases, lower values of
prompt neutrino flux can be distinguished up to a minimu
where the prompt neutrino flux and the conventional atm
spheric neutrino flux become virtually equal and indist
guishable as background. There is also a minimum value
are
d
FIG. 5. Region in the (aEG
0 ,aprompt
0 ) plane where the simulated
data cannot be explained by a single power law forsatm515%,
10% and 5%, indicated by the arrow. The curves have been c
puted for x25xmin
2 111.8 (3s level!. The vertical and horizonta
dashed lines cross at the critical point whereaEG
0 takes the value for
the reference extra-galactic neutrino flux andaprompt
0 takes the maxi-














































HOOPER, NUNOKAWA, PERES, AND ZAKANOVICH FUNCHAL PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 013001 ~2003!the extra-galactic neutrino flux, below which the statistics
too low to be disentangled.
To illustrate the impact ofsatm, we show in Fig. 6 how
well the prompt and extra-galactic components can be de
mined by IceCube, after 10 years of data taking, forsatm
510% and 5%. In both cases the two components can
well separated, as expected from Fig. 5, butaEG, apromptwill
be determined within 3–4 orders of magnitude,bEG within
about 20–30 % andbprompt within about 20–40 %.
For the critical point aEG
0 53
31028 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21 and aprompt
0 56
31023 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21 of Fig. 5 we have investigated
the correlation between the determination ofbEG and
bprompt, for satm515%, 10% and 5%. In Fig. 7 we show th
corresponding allowed regions projected in this plane. Fr
this figure it is clear why atsatm515% the single power law
fit is still marginally acceptable. In this case the region
lowed at 3s touches thebEG5bprompt line, so this possibility
cannot be completely discarded. Any improvement onsatm
will place this point out of the allowed region, making th
single power law fit unsuitable to explain the data.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
We have investigated the possibility of future neutri
telescopes to separate the various contributions to the
served neutrino flux. We have considered that high-ene
neutrinos from three different origins can contribute to t
measured flux: conventional atmospheric neutrinos, pro
atmospheric neutrinos from the decay of charmed parti
and neutrinos from extra-galactic sources.
FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4, but in the case where the data h
contributions from both prompt and extra-galactic neutrino flux
We have assumed as inputbprompt
0 523, aprompt
0 56
31023 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21 and bEG
0 522, aEG
0 53
31028 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21, bEG
0 522. Contributions from the
conventional atmospheric neutrinos are included in thex2 with










We have restricted our analysis to showers induced
down-going neutrinos, in order not to have to worry abo
energy losses in the Earth and to be equally sensitive to
neutrino flavors. We have also assumed the neutrino t
scope will be able to reconstruct the parent neutrino ene
from the collected shower energy within a factor of abo
2–3. We have used large energy bins in order to avoid
energy resolution problem. In principle this does not avo
the problem of asymmetric tails shifting lower energy eve
to higher energies and vice versa. For this reason we h
investigated how this effect can affect our conclusions
assuming that the cascade energy resolution in IceCube
be fitted to a Gaussian with an 11% width in logarithm
scale, in accordance to Ref.@16#. Our calculations showed
that the first energy bin is the most affected one by the sh
ing effect, causing the number of events in this bin to d
crease by about 2–3 %, which is less significant than
systematic and/or statistic errors in the bin. In view of this
seems clear that the finite energy resolution of the telesc
can modify our results and conclusions below by at mos
few percent.
Assuming the prompt atmospheric and extra-galactic n
trino fluxes can be described by a power law and para
etrized by two parametersa ~the magnitude! and b ~the
slope!, and considering that the conventional atmosphe
neutrino flux is currently known with a theoretical unce
tainty satm515%, our conclusion are the following.
If extra-galactic neutrinos constitute the dominant comp
nent of the measured flux, after 10 years of observation
detector such as IceCube will be able to determineaEG
within an order of magnitude andbEG to ' 10%, assuming
as input a dominant extra-galactic flux having the canon
spectral index and a magnitude around the adopted refer
ve
.
FIG. 7. Allowed region in the (bEG, bprompt) plane for the same
input values as Fig. 6. The contours are also determined at thes
level. Contributions from the conventional atmospheric neutrin






























MEASURING THE SPECTRA OF HIGH ENERGY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 013001 ~2003!value. This is independent of the conventional atmosph
neutrino contamination. We have also estimated that
maximal sensitivity of IceCube after 10 years of data tak
will be aEG
0 '631029 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21, which is a bit
below the Waxman-Bahcall bound without cosmologic
evolution.
If prompt neutrinos constitute the dominant componen
the measured flux, after 10 years IceCube can determ
aprompt andbprompt at most within 2 orders of magnitude an
about 20%, respectively, with the present value ofsatm5
15%. This can nevertheless be improved if this uncerta
can be substantially reduced. We also have estimated th
this case, the maximal sensitivity of IceCube will b
achieved foraprompt
0 51.531023 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21.
We have also determined in which cases a complete s
ration of the two components can be performed if both ex
galactic and prompt neutrinos contribute to the obser
flux; Fig. 5 summarizes our conclusions on this. The m
point here is that to clearly separate the prompt compon
from the extra-galactic componentsatm must be about 10%
or less. Ifsatm is much larger, a single power law will fit th
data with an acceptable value ofxmin
2 .
Finally, let us mention that there is an additional signat























the prompt atmospheric ones. As first indicated by atm
spheric neutrino data and lately confirmed by the K2K e
periment@22#, nm oscillate tont implying that one-third of
the total original extra-galacticn flux will arrive at Earth as
nt . On the other hand, prompt neutrinos are expected
have much lowernt than ne or nm content @3#. For En
*1 PeV ant event can be clearly recognized through t
observation oft, produced by ant charge current interac
tion, which will decay in the detector. This gives rise to t
so-called double-bang~when thet is produced and decay
within the detector volume! and lolly pop ~when thet is
produced outside the detector but decays inside it! events
@14,23#. We estimate that after 10 years a detector l
IceCube should observe, for the reference extra-galactic fl
few such events, whereas no event is expected even fo
maximal value of the allowed prompt neutrino flux.
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